FEEL THE FREEDOM OF ADVENTURE.
NEW EXPERIENCES ARE ON THE HORIZON.
The Phenom 300® by Embraer will transform your next journey into an adventure. The excitement begins the moment you walk out to board this sleek, powerful thoroughbred of an aircraft.

The Phenom 300 light cabin jet has been designed for speed, comfort and safety. You'll step aboard via the solid, stable air stair door designed like those on much larger aircraft. With full headroom, entry and exit are effortless. Settle into the luxuriously comfortable leather seats handcrafted with an artist's touch. Relax and savor the spacious surroundings immersed in sunlight pouring through the oversized cabin windows. Sit back and enjoy the power of this astounding performer. Whether 40 minutes or four hours, you'll feel refreshed when you arrive because the cabin is designed specifically with you in mind.

FASTEN YOUR SEATBELTS. YOU'RE GOING TO ENJOY THE RIDE.
THIS FEELING.
NOW AVAILABLE IN AN AIRCRAFT.
EXCEPTIONALLY AGILE.

High-elevations and hot summer temperatures often temper aircraft performance. The Phenom 300, with its exceptional capability, takes on those demands with ease. For example, Aspen is a challenging airport on a hot summer day, but aboard your Phenom 300, you’ll depart safely with four passengers and fly non-stop to New York, Hilton Head or Naples, Florida. Most other jets, including much larger ones, will require a refueling stop. That means you’ll arrive nearly an hour sooner and have time to accomplish a great deal more.

With easy access to the places you’ve only dreamed about, you’ll soon realize you have the time to see the grandchildren grow up, transform a second residence into a second home, make that business trip that you’ve been putting off or take the family to that outstanding vacation spot that has always seemed too far away.

Ocean Reef Club, for example, at the gateway to the Florida Keys offers some of the world’s best bone fishing. The Phenom 300 lands and takes off there easily while many other jets cannot. The same holds true for the short runways at East Hampton, Long Island or Jekyll Island, Georgia where you’ll have easy access even on the hottest days. Golfing at Bandon Dunes on the Oregon Coast? You can effortlessly land at this small, demanding airport and be on the first tee in 15 minutes.
CONNECTIVITY, STYLE, PERFORMANCE.
THE COMPLETE PACKAGE YOU DESERVE.
TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.

You will quickly realize that travel is no longer just a means for getting there. It’s an opportunity to relish life’s ultimate luxury, time — time to relax, reflect, expand the mind and enjoy rich pleasures as you jet through the stratosphere watching the world pass by below. And in your “connected” cabin, you will be able to remain in constant touch via telephone and high-speed Internet Wi-Fi® connectivity.

The Phenom 300, with its unmatched performance and economy, will condense time. At 495 mph you’ll get there fast. Flying at 45,000 feet, you’ll be high above airliners and weather on direct routes. You’ll jet down the East Coast from New York to West Palm Beach with six others, non-stop, and fly from Napa, California to Nashville — three quarters of the way across the country — with ease. In fact, you can have breakfast in Birmingham and lunch in Los Angeles, and you will be able to land on short 3,500-foot runways that would challenge most other jets. In the Phenom, you will be landing much closer to your ultimate destination.
PRECISELY MINDFUL OF DESIGN.

There is much more to talk about inside the cabin. Every inch of the Phenom 300 was created with simplicity and elegance, superior spaciousness and exceptional ergonomics in mind. The result is considerably more head and leg room than one would normally find in a jet this size. In fact, you’ll be blissfully comfortable even if you’re 6’5”. But what will really impress is the attention to detail in the handcrafted wood, leather and fabric. Try out any of the seven fully articulating, hand-stitched leather seats created exclusively for Flexjet Owners — simply amazing. In addition, the largest windows of any jet in its class fill the cabin with light adding to the spacious feeling.

Experience the best pressurization system in any light jet designed to keep the cabin altitude at 6,600 feet or lower. That's far better than most airliners. That means you’ll arrive relaxed, refreshed and ready.

Traveling with five for a week of business meetings or a family vacation? Not a problem. The Phenom 300 offers industry-leading baggage capacity at 76 cubic feet — nearly twice the size of any aircraft in the light cabin class and larger than many midsize jets. That translates into ample storage for plenty of bags, car seats, golf clubs or skis.
MAKE TRAVEL THE BEST PART OF THE JOURNEY.

Isn’t it time for you to savor the deliciously comfortable experience flying aboard the Phenom 300? In fact, aloft in the Phenom 300, you’ll quickly realize that travel is the best part of the journey.

Flexjet is there for you to make that promise absolutely certain. We’ve fallen short if your trip is anything less than superb. We will be with you, at your side, from the moment you call in preparation for your trip until the moment you arrive at your ultimate destination. That’s the level of service that you can expect from Flexjet. It reflects the same outstanding attention to detail that you’ll find in your new Phenom 300.

With all of its amazing capability, it is no surprise that the Phenom 300 is one of the best-selling business aircraft today. It is unquestionably top of its class. That is why it is the perfect addition to the Flexjet fleet. First we select the best performing aircraft in each category, and then we custom design the interior living space specifically with you in mind. At Flexjet, our heritage is built on offering the youngest fleet in fractional aviation, and the new Phenom 300 continues that tradition.

**PASSENGER CAPACITY**
7 Passengers

**BAGGAGE CAPACITY**
76 ft³ (cubic feet)

**SPEED & RANGE**
NORMAL CRUISE SPEED
495 mph

MAXIMUM OPERATING RANGE
2,268 sm

**CABIN DIMENSIONS**
CABIN LENGTH, WIDTH & HEIGHT
172” x 5’7” x 4’11”

**CABIN AMENITIES**
- Power Outlets
- Telephone
- Airshow System
- DVD Player
- CD Stereo
- Headsets
- Cabin Speakers
- Data Ports
- Full Refreshment Center
- Fully-Enclosed Aft Lavatory
- Drop Down LCD Screen